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By opening Spazio Nobile in April 2016, in the dynamic 
and cosmopolitan Ixelles neighbourhood of Brussels 
(Belgium), Lise Coirier and Gian Giuseppe Simeone 
have united their passions for design and art history, 
initiating a dialogue between contemporary applied 
ar ts, design and photography. Commissioning 
installations that are both experimental and artistic, 
with a particular sensibility to everything connected 
to nature and minerality, the gallery organises four to 
five exhibits each year, dedicated to both rising and 
established talents. 

Booth Highlights

In his “Wilde Strippen ”, Piet Stockmans uses the 
whiteness of kaolin – the white clay – to make the cobalt 
blue vibrate, unenamelled to bring out the surface 
luminosity, the delicate aspect of the porcelain. The 
blue combined with the whiteness, in a biscuit – a soft 
or hard porcelain, accentuates the three-dimensional 
quality of his ceramic decoration.“Rencontre des 
Vagues” is a large scale glazed ceramic vase, with a 
never-before-seen glazing, which is emblematic of 
Bela Silva’s universe. Constantly drawn to the richness 
of oriental elements, Bela Silva disorients viewers 
with her phantasmagorical shapes, that create an 
ambiance of splendour and light.

Gallery Founder & Owner

With Masters in Management and Art History, Lise 
Coirier lives and works in Brussels since more than 
25 years. Coirier is running her Creative Design 
Consultancy Pro Materia since 1999, which actively 
promotes contemporary art and design. She is also 
the driving force behind many specialist projects in 
her field of expertise, acts as art director for private 
and institutional clients and is often speaker at 
conferences while curating cutting-edge exhibitions.  
She is the founder, publisher and editor-in-chief of TL 
Magazine (°2009), and author of numerous books. 

Italian-Swede Gian Giuseppe Simeone (born in Rome 
on May 31,1966) is an art historian and archaeologist 
specialised in the preservation and promotion of 
cultural and artistic heritage. Based in Brussels 
since 1979, he works as a consultant on cooperation 
projects and programmes in the field of creative 
industries and cultural heritage for the European 
Commission and other national or international 
organisations. 
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ᓨషࠒᄕ eྲள੬БడளPiet StockmansښХͻ ǒֶˀᎼ�
ᄊጾǓWild Strippen̠ ὊЍѬѾၹ̀ᰴژᄇᓤၬژ
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tre des Vagues௧ʷ˔ܸی᧕᭧ᬝၬᔉၫὊХ᧕᭧ࣜᅌʷ
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ᕺปeԱၧࣞᐁLise Coirierવదኮေ֗ߦᓨషԾᆰߦܣ
ͯὊښݝ᱕࠷܋ၷำ֗ࢺͻ̭ࣃ 25ࣲǍᒭ1999 ࣲ
̿ὊԱၧࣞᐁनݽᤂᖹႀݝ˔̡ ˟ેᄊѹਓᝠ֧វ�
Pro MateriaὊសښሥүे̽ᓨష֗ᝠᄊԧ࡙Ǎ
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᥌̗ᮗ۫ᄊՌͻᮊᄬ֗ᝠѳᄊᮏǍ

ҷઢeᖈে Laura Laine  
Orb 1, 2019
ႀEmil Kovac֗Ale! Vacekࢺկ҄
ဝၕὊᩐᓤЯᎶὊшѭࣳጸᜉ҄ੇ
Hand blown glass by Emil Kovac 
and Ale! Vacek, silvered inside,  
cold cut and assembled 
ø 50 cm
ᓨషࠒኤՐ࿘ʷ̄ͻֶ�
Unique piece, signed by the artist
 :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
The artist and Spazio Nobile 

᠅ઢeࣞ  ၧ�Bela Silva࠷
ᔚᧈ�Waking Up , 2019
᧕᭧ᬝژ�Glazed stoneware 
61 x 49 cm
ᓨషࠒኤՐ࿘ʷ̄ͻֶ�
Unique piece, signed by the artist
 :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
The artist and Spazio Nobile 

̲వ௰ Jin Kuramoto 
ቬ�The Bamboo Chair 
2017 – 2018
िజᎄጻቬ�Bended and woven 
bamboo 
113 x 80 x 77 cm
�ྠ�����ྠᓨషࠒᝣ�Edition of  
6�+�2AP 
 :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
The artist and Spazio Nobile 


